Wanted as soon after Easter as possible

Rev. J. H. McKenzie, Howe,
Howe School, Indiana.

The Nativity

St. James Chapel

$1.000

Family group in left of two centre lancets
(Virgin and Child with St. Joseph

Three Kings in the right centre lancet.
Angel in the upper part of the two outside lancets.

*Later they wrote that about two feet of the lower part of the window would be hidden, so by modifying the ornamental part of the window it can be made for above price.

Daily chapel service is at six P.M., when the west window would be full of sunlight.

Width of west window is nine feet four and a half inches, including the stone tracery. Each of the four divisions is two feet wide.
Height of window is twelve feet

This window contains 79 qt.

* February fourth wrote that only two feet would be hidden.

** There will be an inscription

No ventilators will be required.

** To the memory of Jessie Couthou, this window is erected by her sister, Florence Couthou, Easter, 1916.

(a question as to whether "erected" or "given" should be used.)

Flanagan & Beiderweg have sent sizes for the Howe Indiana window, and say that they are all day light sizes, therefore we will have to add one half inch lead all around, so that the windows will fit satisfactorily.
The shapes will have to be made in two pieces, otherwise it will be hard to get the window into the stone opening.